If you want to know more:

State reform of doctoral studies is almost here, and soon we will implement it. I want to cooperate on it. It is important not to forget the doctoral students so the reform will improve their quality of life.

Did you just receive GAUK and feel like no one cares? It has to change, and faculty has to support even the grants of students. I would also like to create a database of student opportunities because GAUK is not the only grant we can apply for.

Thanks to my previous work, we should soon have Overleaf on our faculty. You can find out more in the records from -SKAS, AS.

During my last term, I opened up unfortunate results of cooperation with industry which led to the creation of the „industrial student “. I want to continue my work in this regard because studying here should not be only about the theory, but it has to connect with more practical aspects as well.

Ask me more and write me an e-mail!

andrej.farkas@matfyz.cuni.cz